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Executive Summary 
 

 In January of 2017, it was brought to light by anonymous sources that u/thanks_for_the_fish 

(TFTF) may have been lying regarding his status as a human.  External review of the evidence began the 

following month (FEB17), led by a team of investigators who specialize in shitposting and internet 

culture.  The aim of this study was to evaluate the nature of who TFTF is, along with what possible 

motives he may have for infiltrating the reddit community of the United States Army (/r/army). 

 

 After discussing the matter with various intelligence agencies (FBI, CIA, NSA, NOAA), it was 

discovered that there were no other investigations involving TFTF.  While the agencies above denied 

having any data on TFTF, they also failed to understand the importance of this study and requested the 

chair of the investigation team to promptly leave their facilities.  Inside sources, such as an anonymous 

moderator who works directly with TFTF, have been vetted and their information is considered 

admissible.  Evidence was also collected from publically available information, including the post and 

comment history of TFTF.  The investigation team has discussed what these pieces of evidence suggest in 

a non-biased approach.  It is of critical importance to elucidate the extent of TFTF’s lies and how the 

infiltration of aquatic life could impact the /r/army community as a whole.  The findings of this 

investigation team can be summarized below. 

 

TFTF is, in fact, a member of the United States Army.  The primary concern regarding the nature of 

TFTF was that he may have been an agent of a foreign nation.  It has been proven, through post history 

and apparent knowledge of the United States Army that TFTF is in fact, a soldier.  Limitations of this 

section are that it is impossible to tell whether or not TFTF is an agent of a foreign nation or opposing 

organization.  At the moment, we are accepting his ability to enlist as positive evidence that he has been 

scrutinized carefully by the DoD. 

 

TFTF is not a human, but is most likely a walrus.  When confronted by members of the /r/army 

community, TFTF has failed to deny that he is a walrus or any other aquatic creature.  We are aware that 

he works as a radiology specialist (68P) and thus excluded from field exercises that would quickly bring 

to light his soft, shitty walrus body. He uses this MOS as a means to hide his true nature, most likely out 

of an intention to deceive the community he moderates. 

 

TFTF is secretly working to develop spices for a private and illegal fishing/fish seasoning business.  

It is public knowledge that TFTF has a degree in chemistry and has been trained by the United States 

Army to utilize equipment that could, through modification, aid one in developing spices to use on fish.  

Based on his geographic locations near bodies of water, along with the lack of publicity on his business, 

we conclude that he is involved in illegal fishing practices. 

 

Finally, the /r/army moderation team has neither the resources nor ambition to properly conduct 

background checks on applicants who may or may not be sea creatures.  The /r/army community is 

notoriously lacking in funding by the DoD.  While funds may be unavailable, the inclusion of a member 

of another species, specifically a water dwelling species, is unacceptable and needs to be addressed 

immediately. 
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Scope and Methodology 

 
 The Amry Inteligence Community (AIC) has been investigating this case for approximately 3 

weeks following the leaks hinting at the walrus tendencies of TFTF.  The investigative team has met 

electronically during this time through moderator mail and through shitposting.  Due to the nature of this 

case, it has not been openly discussed until this report. 

 

 Investigators drew the majority of their information from the post and comment history of TFTF 

and have established a thorough amount of evidence against him.  Other information came from sources 

that work directly with TFTF in moderation of the /r/army subreddit.  Although the data collection period 

was short compared to other congressionally commissioned intelligence reports, the investigative team 

used their EXCEPTIONAL abilities to digest the information in a rapid and accurate fashion.  

 

 In addition to the post and comment history and peer interviews, additional evidence has been 

found on the internet in the form of photographs and videos.  These photographs and videos, which 

cannot physically be manipulated, provide invaluable information about TFTF. 

 

Service in the United States Army 
 

 The investigative team, after thorough examination, has determined that TFTF is a United States 

Army soldier.  Examples of his knowledge of the US Army can be found through continued answering of 

questions in the Weekly Questions Threads (WQT) and through his detailed report on training [1].   

 

 Although not the original intention of this review, the investigators have found evidence bringing 

TFTF allegiances into question.  On the surface, it appears he is faithful to the army.  Various posts meant 

to incite a branch war between the army and the navy have been made, with his preference for the army 

broadcasted publically [2, 3].  However, it has been a common ruse for agents of opposing organizations 

to feign support against their own.  This, along with the walrus nature of TFTF (yet to be discussed), lead 

us to believe that he may be affiliated with the United States Navy.  Further investigation has revealed 

family ties to the United States Navy [4]. 

 

 The fact that a walrus, affiliated with the United States Navy, has become a moderator of an army 

community should be concerning to the community itself.  A future investigation, most likely of a 

criminal nature, will require additional evidence into how TFTF naval affiliations have influenced the 

community.  Preliminary research has shown that despite sharing his own family member’s service, as 

seen in exhibit 4, he has been silencing others from doing the same in an effort to stifle esprit de corps [5].  

 

Walrus-like Behavior and Conduct Unbecumming 

 

 As previously mentioned, the leaks indicting TFTF on the grounds of being a walrus have been 

accumulating at a rapid pace.  The anonymous sources in the community have been hinting at this for 

weeks prior to this publication. This section will present each piece of evidence, along with a short 

explanation if deemed necessary.   

 

A. TFTF does not deny having tusks, regarding his ban from /r/amry [6].  He fails to pursue this 

matter farther, knowing that he cannot dispute the fact.  This is confirmed in a private interview 

with a poster in /r/army (/u/MrPink10) who wishes for his username to remain anonymous. 

B. TFTF creates fascist policies on /r/army [7], while an image of him surfaces showing clearly a 

walrus in celebrating fascism [8]. 
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C. TFTF refuses to deny business deals and illegal oyster harvesting/consumption with an 

intellectually challenged carpenter [9].  Video footage of the meeting was recorded in secret and 

provided to the investigative team [10].  A follow-up by Matt Damon explains how this meeting 

was more than a crime, but an attempt to undermine the faith of this nation [11]. 

D. TFTF seeks a promotion, leaving out details regarding his walrus nature [12]. 

E. TFTF refuses to deny he has a profile due to his limited arm/flipper mobility [13]. 

F. A picture of TFTF is provided by an anonymous source at the bottom of exhibit 13. The 

hyperlink to this image is found in exhibit 14.  

G. TFTF seeks a duty station near a body of water [15].  He also admits to swimming in the body of 

water discussed, which is something a walrus would do. 

H. A video of TFTF is provided, showing him attempting to break into POVs [16].  The context of 

these break-in is unknown but are considered sinister in nature by top security experts. 

I. In one of the most damning pieces of evidence, a thread blatantly exposing TFTF goes 

unanswered by the walrus moderator [17].  The accusations were started by, as seen in exhibit 17, 

by an exceptional member of the community who just received an award for his exceptionalness.  

Note: spellcheck did not correct “exceptionalness” so apparently that’s a word. 

J. TFTF has been implicated in creating alternate accounts where he embraces his walrus-ness and 

his proclivity for performing oral sex on men who are also performing oral sex on him [18].  

K. Not only is he a walrus, but he also might be collecting our youth in a “walrus lair” for various 

sexual favors [19].  It is paramount to finish this investigation as quickly as necessary to save 

those who may be in danger. 

L. TFTF has been performing conduct unbecumming of a soldier and a walrus. He is seen in a video 

performing oral sex on himself in front of families [20]. 

M. In interviews with soldiers who wish to remain anonymous, /u/PrivateSnuffy said “He smells like 

shit” and /u/rolls_for_intiative said “when he speaks he says ‘arf arf arf’”. /u/blueliner28 

anonymously stated “he has lots of hair between his nose and mouth”. Another anonymous 

source (/u/rustyfingers) stated “he has clammy moist gray skin”. 

N. A photo of TFTF in action has been provided [21]. 

O. Another photo showing TFTF at work has been provided [22].  

P. All evidence provided above that is considered “true by lack of denial” can be justified as 

admissible through TFTF’s willingness to correct others in any context not related to him being a 

walrus [12].  Here, he corrects a user on regarding imaging techniques but not on accusations of 

walrus-hood. 

 

The sheer volume of evidence here speaks to the truth of these accusations.  The motives for TFTFs 

lies regarding his walrus nature still need to be evaluated, but we fear they are diabolical in nature. 

 

Illegal Fishing and Seasoning Business 
 

 It is known across reddit that TFTF has a degree in chemistry [23].   It is also well known that 

TFTF is a radiology specialist (68P) [24].  While on the surface this may seem innocent, the investigative 

team dove deeper, much like walruses, to uncover the truth.  TFTF has been carrying out experiments in 

new flavors, such as cinnamon [25].  We believe this to be the possible start of his business ventures.  Not 

only does exhibit 25 explain his experiments with spices, but it also shows that he has contacts with 

people who can provide him with chemicals.  It is also apparent that he may be abusing his access to an 

MRI to test chemicals that he synthesizes.  An astute chemist or physicist can temporarily convert an MRI 

into an NMR, allowing identification of compounds.  

  

 As mentioned before, TFTF desires to work near a body of water [15].  Water, as most of us 

know, contains fish that he seeks to exploit.  In fact, it’s part of his username. It is highly likely that his 
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geographic positioning is for business gains and that there is a clear conflict of interest.  Previous posts 

show he has been located in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States [26], which is a prime 

location for fishing.  As mentioned in previous sections, TFTF’s character is duplicitous and lacking 

moral fiber.  This suggests he will collect fish by any means possible. 

 

 Also worth noting in exhibit 26 is his desire to shoot photographs with a higher saturation and 

vibrance, and even seeks advice on how to do this.  In underwater environments, colors are largely 

washed out.  We believe he seeks better imaging techniques to better survey the underwater environment 

for potential fish and children to abuse.  Luckily, his follow up post indicates that he has not mastered the 

technique yet, nor has he practiced the technique underwater to our knowledge [27]. 

 

Conclusion and Suggestions to Prevent Future Walrus Incursions 
 

 The above evidence strongly suggests that TFTF has questionable allegiances, is not human but a 

walrus, and is starting an illegal fishing and seasoning business.  Below, we have outlined suggestions for 

the /r/army moderators and community on how to best handle this situation going forward. 

 

A. Do not attempt to feed the walrus.  Providing fish will only keep him around. 

B. Moderators, remove him from the moderation team at once to prevent further damage to the 

security of /r/army. 

C. All those with security concerns are welcome to a secure subreddit /r/amry. We strongly suggest 

bringing #WhopperitosTM.  

D. Allow pigeons full rights and protection under the law. 

E. git fuked 

F. u gon die 

G. No, seriously, remove him from the moderation team. 

 

This report was published after the brave testimonies of anonymous sources, who wish for their 

usernames to remain hidden [Appendix B].  Without their brave sacrifices, we would never know the 

extent of this infiltration. 

 
Appendix A - Exhibits: 

[1]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3a74hk/t_f_t_f_joins_the_army_part_the_first

_14_jun29_jun/?st=iz951cs8&sh=847607cf 

[2]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5hmzfe/hell_yeah_bitches/?st=iz94knm8&sh=

383d74fd 

[3]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3wjxb2/rnavy_raid_lets_all_get_banned/?st=iz

94pfkb&sh=aca6abbc 

[4]      https://www.reddit.com/r/navy/comments/1qqnx1/my_father_was_a_tmt3_in_the_1970s

_this_photo_was/?st=iz95i8k3&sh=7220e133 

[5]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5rjtdk/my_relative_in_unit_during_warcombat

/?st=iz94legk&sh=a4ae3610 

[6]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t3jex/hello_friends/ddk5g6j/?st=iz964inw&s

h=9ff45950 

[7]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t3jex/hello_friends/?st=iz96ewgw&sh=30695

a90 

[8]      https://www.reddit.com/r/Amry/comments/5t4od2/actual_propaganda_poster_for_uthank

s_for_the/?st=iz968orm&sh=acb1e6bd 

[9]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t6ybx/wheres_the_wffa/ddkm5ex/?st=iz96v1

yi&sh=f576b5d7 

https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3a74hk/t_f_t_f_joins_the_army_part_the_first_14_jun29_jun/?st=iz951cs8&sh=847607cf
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3a74hk/t_f_t_f_joins_the_army_part_the_first_14_jun29_jun/?st=iz951cs8&sh=847607cf
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5hmzfe/hell_yeah_bitches/?st=iz94knm8&sh=383d74fd
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5hmzfe/hell_yeah_bitches/?st=iz94knm8&sh=383d74fd
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3wjxb2/rnavy_raid_lets_all_get_banned/?st=iz94pfkb&sh=aca6abbc
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3wjxb2/rnavy_raid_lets_all_get_banned/?st=iz94pfkb&sh=aca6abbc
https://www.reddit.com/r/navy/comments/1qqnx1/my_father_was_a_tmt3_in_the_1970s_this_photo_was/?st=iz95i8k3&sh=7220e133
https://www.reddit.com/r/navy/comments/1qqnx1/my_father_was_a_tmt3_in_the_1970s_this_photo_was/?st=iz95i8k3&sh=7220e133
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5rjtdk/my_relative_in_unit_during_warcombat/?st=iz94legk&sh=a4ae3610
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5rjtdk/my_relative_in_unit_during_warcombat/?st=iz94legk&sh=a4ae3610
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t3jex/hello_friends/ddk5g6j/?st=iz964inw&sh=9ff45950
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t3jex/hello_friends/ddk5g6j/?st=iz964inw&sh=9ff45950
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t3jex/hello_friends/?st=iz96ewgw&sh=30695a90
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t3jex/hello_friends/?st=iz96ewgw&sh=30695a90
https://www.reddit.com/r/Amry/comments/5t4od2/actual_propaganda_poster_for_uthanks_for_the/?st=iz968orm&sh=acb1e6bd
https://www.reddit.com/r/Amry/comments/5t4od2/actual_propaganda_poster_for_uthanks_for_the/?st=iz968orm&sh=acb1e6bd
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t6ybx/wheres_the_wffa/ddkm5ex/?st=iz96v1yi&sh=f576b5d7
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t6ybx/wheres_the_wffa/ddkm5ex/?st=iz96v1yi&sh=f576b5d7
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[10]      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00WCEbKM_SE  

[11]      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Py6Zc3eq0Uo 

[12]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t6ybx/wheres_the_wffa/ddle7px/?st=iz975frc

&sh=c7e99e8f  

[13]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5tuw2u/how_often_do_e5s_lock_up_e4s_at_y

our_unit/ddpcyfz/?st=iz973fsx&sh=ea7f6071 

[14]      http://yourshot.nationalgeographic.com/u/ss/fQYSUbVfts-

T7pS2VP2wnKyN8wxywmXtY0-

FwsgxpCzz8N2gabV7P4Iu0tLme1mRJCIeZlmLtRtDlvxDtCA-/ 

[15]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5trzxf/weekly_question_thread_13_feb_19_fe

b/ddq5jiy/?st=iz977z93&sh=7fb1469c 

[16]      https://i.imgur.com/ro91s1E.gif 

[17]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5u3t9u/whopperito_tattoo/ddr6l3k/?st=iz97ec1

o&sh=bfa5c944 

[18]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5ta1jm/what_is_s3/ddl9wr3/?context=3&st=iz

97iw5g&sh=e636062f 

[19]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5u20am/can_anyone_identify_this_patch/ddqu

qc2/?context=3&st=iz97lmsz&sh=2eef1ceb 

[20]      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ros73m7xBRA 

[21]      http://computerwalrus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/walrus_logo2.png 

[22]      http://i.imgur.com/Q7Lc7eh.jpg 

[23]      https://www.reddit.com/r/SubredditDrama/comments/5ubtfx/college_student_writes_man

ifesto_against_recent/ddtcqiy/?st=iz98buh2&sh=f9431449 

[24]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3pga1y/68p_ait_phase_i_and_phase_ii_and_ty

pical_day/?st=iz98ghnj&sh=aa3de1b6 

[25]      https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/32wr0v/serious_scientists_of_reddit_wha

t_is_the_worst/cqfhesd/?st=iz98kc3l&sh=44ee34e9 

[26]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5in3xd/mods_are_asleep_commence_shitposti

ng_in_your_wffa/db9icwp/?st=iz99385k&sh=00931ecf 

[27]      https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5nort0/i_spent_about_twenty_minutes_talking

_to_a_retired/dcd62un/?st=iz9922pw&sh=d44230f5 

 

Appendix B – Anonymous Users: 

Principle Investigator  -  CPT_Crunch_Ret 

Research Staff   -  rustyfingers 

    -  PrivateSnuffy 

    -  misinformed66 

    -  rolls_for_initiative 

    -  MrPink10 

    -  N1ceMarm0t 

-  Steelrain121 

    -  blueliner28 

    - Probably some others 

Anonymous Inside Source - Kinmuan 

Financier/Generous Lover - ReptarsDaddy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00WCEbKM_SE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Py6Zc3eq0Uo
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t6ybx/wheres_the_wffa/ddle7px/?st=iz975frc&sh=c7e99e8f
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5t6ybx/wheres_the_wffa/ddle7px/?st=iz975frc&sh=c7e99e8f
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5tuw2u/how_often_do_e5s_lock_up_e4s_at_your_unit/ddpcyfz/?st=iz973fsx&sh=ea7f6071
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5tuw2u/how_often_do_e5s_lock_up_e4s_at_your_unit/ddpcyfz/?st=iz973fsx&sh=ea7f6071
http://yourshot.nationalgeographic.com/u/ss/fQYSUbVfts-T7pS2VP2wnKyN8wxywmXtY0-FwsgxpCzz8N2gabV7P4Iu0tLme1mRJCIeZlmLtRtDlvxDtCA-/
http://yourshot.nationalgeographic.com/u/ss/fQYSUbVfts-T7pS2VP2wnKyN8wxywmXtY0-FwsgxpCzz8N2gabV7P4Iu0tLme1mRJCIeZlmLtRtDlvxDtCA-/
http://yourshot.nationalgeographic.com/u/ss/fQYSUbVfts-T7pS2VP2wnKyN8wxywmXtY0-FwsgxpCzz8N2gabV7P4Iu0tLme1mRJCIeZlmLtRtDlvxDtCA-/
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5trzxf/weekly_question_thread_13_feb_19_feb/ddq5jiy/?st=iz977z93&sh=7fb1469c
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5trzxf/weekly_question_thread_13_feb_19_feb/ddq5jiy/?st=iz977z93&sh=7fb1469c
https://i.imgur.com/ro91s1E.gif
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5u3t9u/whopperito_tattoo/ddr6l3k/?st=iz97ec1o&sh=bfa5c944
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5u3t9u/whopperito_tattoo/ddr6l3k/?st=iz97ec1o&sh=bfa5c944
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5ta1jm/what_is_s3/ddl9wr3/?context=3&st=iz97iw5g&sh=e636062f
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5ta1jm/what_is_s3/ddl9wr3/?context=3&st=iz97iw5g&sh=e636062f
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5u20am/can_anyone_identify_this_patch/ddquqc2/?context=3&st=iz97lmsz&sh=2eef1ceb
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5u20am/can_anyone_identify_this_patch/ddquqc2/?context=3&st=iz97lmsz&sh=2eef1ceb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ros73m7xBRA
http://computerwalrus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/walrus_logo2.png
http://i.imgur.com/Q7Lc7eh.jpg
https://www.reddit.com/r/SubredditDrama/comments/5ubtfx/college_student_writes_manifesto_against_recent/ddtcqiy/?st=iz98buh2&sh=f9431449
https://www.reddit.com/r/SubredditDrama/comments/5ubtfx/college_student_writes_manifesto_against_recent/ddtcqiy/?st=iz98buh2&sh=f9431449
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3pga1y/68p_ait_phase_i_and_phase_ii_and_typical_day/?st=iz98ghnj&sh=aa3de1b6
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/3pga1y/68p_ait_phase_i_and_phase_ii_and_typical_day/?st=iz98ghnj&sh=aa3de1b6
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/32wr0v/serious_scientists_of_reddit_what_is_the_worst/cqfhesd/?st=iz98kc3l&sh=44ee34e9
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/32wr0v/serious_scientists_of_reddit_what_is_the_worst/cqfhesd/?st=iz98kc3l&sh=44ee34e9
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5in3xd/mods_are_asleep_commence_shitposting_in_your_wffa/db9icwp/?st=iz99385k&sh=00931ecf
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5in3xd/mods_are_asleep_commence_shitposting_in_your_wffa/db9icwp/?st=iz99385k&sh=00931ecf
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5nort0/i_spent_about_twenty_minutes_talking_to_a_retired/dcd62un/?st=iz9922pw&sh=d44230f5
https://www.reddit.com/r/army/comments/5nort0/i_spent_about_twenty_minutes_talking_to_a_retired/dcd62un/?st=iz9922pw&sh=d44230f5

